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Exhibit XII – Fraud Element # 14
Wasting Taxpayer Monies with Intimidation Tactics
On behalf of Paragon Commercial Bank, Poyner & Spruill extensively utilized a relatively
astonishing amount of resources of the Orange County Sheriff’s Office as part of their
intimidation tactics, and hence wasted taxpayer monies. They did this by sending multiple copies
of the same document via hand-delivery on separate days by one of the Sheriff’s law
enforcement officers.
For instance, if a document was being served to three of Mr. Young’s affiliated companies and to
him personally, they would arrange for this identical document to be delivered one at a time on
four separate days or sometimes they would deliver multiple copies of the same document,
thereby trying to overwhelm Mr. Young with constant reminders of numerous and voluminous
“legal attacks”
This became so prevalent, Officer R. Simpson often commented that rarely encountered anything
like this before, and never with regard to a residence. Officer Simpson himself was quite
frustrated in having to be party to carrying out numerous instances of needlessly time-consuming
delivery. Officer Simpson submitted an affidavit to this effect and agreed to testify to this, if
requested. The affidavit, as well as an example of one of the many multiple deliveries of the
same document is included in this Exhibit.

Addendum to Exhibit Post Issuance And Filing Of The 31-Count Indictment
On two separate occasions (January 29, 2010, and February 2, 2010), the Orange County Sheriff
sent a SWAT team of more than a dozen law enforcement officers to execute a FRAUD-based
eviction, after being advised of and provided a copy of the 31-count indictment and
accompanying evidence (which was also made publicly available) that showed the writ of
eviction to be predicated on an audacious FRAUD..
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This is just one of the many
instances of sending multiple
copies of the same document
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